The Vision Room
A gathering of resources and tools to help leaders clearly think ahead
https://www.visionroom.com

Do You Want Normal or Normalcy?
There is a difference in “getting back to normal” and “getting back to normalcy” in your church.
The latter is a restoration of the rhythms and relationships found in gathering together as the
Church once again. The former is a restoration of the habits and practices of doing Church as it
was pre-COVID-19.
We are now in a season in which church leaders can consider, as we all yearn for normalcy, the
potential of instilling a “new normal” within our congregations. What if our families could stay
connected? What if our discipleship efforts could remain decentralized and outward focused?
What if being the Church could continue to outpace doing Church?
Join Auxano Navigators David Putman and Bryan Rose on this week’s Better Future Webinar
as they present a brand-new training tool, the Vision Recovery Process. In this two-part online
training, attendees will learn:
How to process the timing around three phases of disruption
Key conclusions about disciple-making in a “new normal” of church life
Five critical steps to recovering your church’s disciple-making vision
Ten questions every church should ask every member this week
Part one will be Tuesday, April 14, at 11:00 am EDT / 10:00 am CDT, and part two will be on
Thursday, April 16, at the same time. You don’t have to attend both, but we
recommend reserving a spot here because space will be limited.
The last thing any of us needs is another talking-head driven ZOOM call, so Auxano promises
that every Better Future Webinar will be super practical, immediately applicable, and founded on
process tools that will make a difference in your leadership.
Thanks for you all you are doing for your congregation and community in this generationmarking season. We hope to see you right here on Tuesday!
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